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Introduction:  This Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) is entered into by all rescue members 

of the Metro Denver Animal Welfare Alliance (MDAWA) to demonstrate commitment to the 

alliance’s mission, principles and membership expectations. A pet animal rescue, as defined by 

PACFA, is “any person licensed pursuant to article 11.2 who accepts pet animals for the purpose 

of finding permanent adoptive homes and does not maintain a central facility for keeping 

animals, but rather uses a system of fostering in private homes or boarding or keeping pets in 

licensed pet facilities.” 

 

Purpose:  This MOA outlines the commitments and expectations for MDAWA rescue members 

in order to facilitate cooperation, collaboration, coordination, and effective communication 

between all members and with the public and in support of our mission to foster collaborative 

efforts of our members to promote humane care for companion animals in our community. 

 

Membership Criteria:  Alliance membership is generally limited to not-for-profit organizations 

and governmental agencies. To apply for MDAWA membership, a rescue organization must (1) 

be endorsed by two MDAWA shelter members and (2) be a PACFA licensee, if applicable, in 

good standing for one full year. (Please note:  an open records request will be done to check for 

any issues with PACFA.)  

 

Membership Commitments:  The following commitments are set forth to ensure the viability, 

effectiveness and positive image of MDAWA.  

 

1. Members shall use terminology that is clear, positive in tone, and builds understanding 

among animal care and control agencies, veterinary professionals, and the public.  

2. Members shall not use the terms “no kill” or “high kill” or state that they “rescue animals 

from shelters” and will ensure that staff and volunteers avoid use of these terms as well.    

3. In the spirit of collaboration, members will use positive language when communicating 

with the public or media about MDAWA activities or other MDAWA members. This 

principle will be reflected on members’ websites and in all printed materials. 



4. Members shall commit to the responsible placement of animals in the community. 

If a rescue organization fails to meet any of these commitments, the organization’s membership 

in MDAWA can be terminated. Furthermore, any rescue member whose membership would not 

reflect positively on MDAWA can be declined membership or have its membership revoked by a 

majority vote of MDAWA.  

As a member of MDAWA, rescues will be entitled to  

 be identified on the MDAWA website as a rescue member 

 receive MDAWA meeting minutes 

 attend one designated MDAWA meeting each year 

 request to make presentations at MDAWA meetings 

 suggest agenda items for MDAWA meetings 

 attend shelter safaris 

Rescue members are encouraged to publicly identify themselves as members of the Metro 

Denver Animal Welfare Alliance and to link their websites to MDAWA’s site to promote 

understanding and awareness of MDAWA in the community. Membership in the Colorado 

Federation of Animal Welfare Agencies is also encouraged. 

 

Duration of Agreement:  This agreement does not expire, but may be updated and periodically 

amended with the concurrence of a majority of members. This agreement will be ratified 

annually by each MDAWA rescue member or whenever a member organization appoints a new 

director. This agreement may be terminated at any time upon request of a member organization.  

 

Signatory:  As principal official, I certify that my organization will comply with the 

membership commitments of the Metro Denver Animal Welfare Alliance stated herein. 

 

 

______________________________________________________ _________________ 

Name and Title of Rescue Organization Director     Date 

 

____________________________________________________ 

Rescue Organization Name 


